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 Under the innovative measure of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat, Madhya Pradesh is paired 

with the north-east states of Manipur and Nagaland to share cultural beliefs and traditions and 

following the same pattern of cultural adoption. The Institute for Excellence in Higher 

Education, Bhopal has been paired with Maharaja Bodhachandra College, Imphal and both the 

institutes are continuously organising various activities through the digital platform. In this 

context, on 26th December, 2020 through Google Meet, 31 students of the Institute for 

Excellence in Higher Education (IEHE) and M. B. College, Imphal joined a live session for the 

learning purpose of the Manipuri language. The teaching session was conducted by a faculty 

member of MB College, Imphal, Manipur Dr. W. Jibanlata Devi, Assistant Professor (History). 

She has explained the Manipuri language in a very simple and effective manner with lots of 

illustrations. She managed a comparative demonstration of the alphabets of Hindi and Manipuri 

languages, their way of writing along with pronunciations. She always inspired the students to 

learn the Manipuri language.   

 The EBSB coordinators of both the paired institutes Dr. R. K. Srivastava, Institute for 

Excellence in Higher Education, Bhopal and Dr. L. Dwijendra Singh, M. B. College, Imphal, 

Manipur and students have actively participated and shared their views in a question answer 

session. After the meeting, the language learning material was also shared in the WhatsApp 

group.  

 At the end of the session, the vote of thanks was expressed by EBSB coordinator. He 

has also urged to join such initiatives in the future also. The programme was a great success 

regarding the learning of the Manipuri language. At the last, the EBSB Nodal Officer of IEHE 

also expressed his deepest sense of gratitude for the wholehearted cooperation offered by MB 

College all the time in the learning quest. 
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